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Abstract 
The statistical tolerancing aims to enlarge tolerances while limiting the customer risk. The rules are largely shared when the 
factors vary according to a normal law. But a lot of manufacturing processes cannot deliver a mean exactly centered or stable, 
and some are multi-generator. This paper will clarify the different options of calculation; define what is "tool risk" and how to set 
it. In the second part we will define the criteria of verification according to the hypothesis and the settings made during design, 
and the way to detect appearance of a tool risk and fix it. In appropriate contexts, this coupling tolerancing-verification allows 
high benefit by enlarging tolerances while mastering the risks, that is the target of statistical tolerancing. 
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1. Introduction 
The management of the mean is a well known issue for 
statistical tolerancing. Usual ways to master the deviation of 
the mean, like probabilist[1]   and semi quadratic[1]   
methods, conduct to small tolerances. Pillet with inertial 
tolerancing[2]  demonstrated we could accept a mean variation 
at the condition that the dispersion decreases, but this stays 
constraining. Anselmetti[1]  and Judic[3]  promoted a full 
statistical approach of semi quadratic. We will go deeper in 
this direction, see that there are several ways to manage the 
deviations according to their nature, during tolerance 
allocation, and then during verification. 
2. Reminders 
2.1. Vocabulary used in this paper 
x Functional parameter (FP, or “X”): elementary 
characteristic specified by the designer on a component, 
factor of a function. We can extend this definition to 
include manufacturing and process parameters. 
x Functional condition (FC): condition on a characteristic 
Y of a product or sub assembly required to ensure a 
function (internal or external) 
x Functional design: activity consisting in: 
o Defining an equation Y=f(Xi, i=1 to n)  issued from a 
physical model (kinematic, thermal..) using n FP 
o Defining the requirements on Y , in other words the 
FC (condition on an upper or lower specification 
limit : USL, LSL, also called U,L )[4] 
o Assigning the nominal values of Xi and their limits 
(tolerances) 
x Tolerancing: last activity of functional design consisting 
to define the tolerance range (TR) of a functional 
parameter. 
x Mean: arithmetical average of a population (P) 
x “Tool risk”: risk of non conformity of the mean of Y 
when tools are toleranced by statistics (see more  in  6.9) 
2.2. Functional design methods 
Unfortunately the designer does not usually have 
independent equations to solve, but an equation system (that 
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we can summarize as a cross table). As the parameters are 
involved in several FC, they usually become constrained on 
upper and lower side. It is why in geometric tolerancing, sizes 
and positions have bilateral tolerance ranges, with different 
effects in case of non conformity (NC). 
The Y are initially one sided on LSL or USL. In reality the 
internal function consist of a system in order to satisfy the 
external functions, and their limits are not always 
independent. This high level model is sometime difficult to 
build. But “de facto” the Y become both sided. When it is not 
the case, the solving may give inconvenient solutions, the 
most probable root cause being that requirements or models 
are missing. 
In the next we will consider that the Y are both sided: this 
allow to make top- down design. 
The alternative (bottom up design) consists in assigning the 
Xi, calculating the 2 limits of Y, and testing the non specified 
one on prototypes. Obviously this is not the best way to 
achieve robust design, because all combinations of FC limits 
cannot be built. 
3. Tolerancing activity 
3.1. Economical constraints 
Thanks to simulations, the designer has found a solution 
for the system, meaning that he has Y convenient and Xi 
convenient. He has to ensure the robustness by assigning 
tolerances. 
On mathematical point of view, one solution for 
tolerancing, is to set Tolerances for Xi=+/-0. 
Obviously we need to introduce another requirement: 
tolerances must be largest as possible in order to minimize the 
cost of the components. To get a consistent answer from 
solvers, a cost function may be defined. 
3.2. Pre requisite 
This activity necessitates to have defined the technology, 
because feasible tolerances depend on the option chosen to 
manufacture the component. Often a hypothesis is taken and 
changed if not convenient, leading to iteration. 
3.3. Consequence 
As soon a technology or manufacturing process is selected, 
we should know (from experience) the theoretical distribution 
function of the functional parameters (probability density). 
3.4. Transfer function of distributions from FP to FC 
The model of Y allows defining the resulting distribution 
by combination of parameters distributions.  
Iteration allows specifying the Xi that satisfy the requirements. 
4. Statistical hypothesis on parameters distribution 
Following describes from 4.2 to 4.5 the most frequent 
statistical hypothesis and proposes a universal model in 4.6.  
4.1. Time consideration 
Tolerancing defines FP specifications that must be valid on 
the long term (LT), ie for the whole production period. Short 
term (ST) studies, ie when most of process parameters are 
hold constant, will help to understand how long term 
distributions are built.[5] 
Notice that the ST distribution of Y is obtained from ST 
distributions of Xi, in “just in time“processes. On the opposite 
we cannot affirm that LT distribution of Y can be calculated 
from LT distributions of Xi. Time is a factor that must be 
studied because it can introduce correlation between Xi. 
4.2. Worst case (WC) hypothesis 
In this option, the designer considers the worst cases, ie in 
most of cases, minimum and maximum limits. 
This is the hypothesis to take: 
x When no assumption can be made, for example when we 
have no experience or the manufacturer cannot give 
additional information. 
x At the condition however that the manufacturer 
guarantees these limits. 
4.3. Gaussian hypothesis 
This hypothesis will consider a Gaussian (or “normal”) 
distribution centered on the midrange. 
It must be centered on the long term[6]. The only option to 
get a long term Gaussian with a short term Gaussian not 
centered is to have the mean varying according to Gaussian. 
Other hypotheses cannot give a strict Gaussian. 
This distribution is typical of process under control in SPC 
wording. The variation of the mean can be due to sampling 
rather than process variation. 
As the Gaussian are infinite, we have to define the number 
of sigma contained in the Tolerance Range (TR), and if the 
Gaussian is truncated (no NC outside) 
So : 
x If the Gaussian is not truncated at TR, the WC hypothesis 
is not compatible with Gaussian hypothesis because no 
limit exists, i.e. no real TR.[7] 
x If the Gaussian is truncated, the distribution is not 
strictly Gaussian, which affects the calculation of Y. 
4.4. Equiprobable hypothesis (also called “probabilist”) 
The distribution is constant inside the TR, and null outside. 
This distribution can be obtained by 2 typical ways: 
x Continuous drift of the mean inside the tolerance range, 
and instantaneous Gaussian with small standard 
deviation. Once limit of TR is approached, the process is 
adjusted to other limit and a new cycle begins.  
x Sort after production. This is rarely chosen in a new 
design because of the waste. 
The resulting long term distribution is then centered in the 
TR. In first case, the short term distribution can be anywhere, 
but will move certainly. 
This hypothesis is compatible with worst case. 
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4.5. Semi quadratic hypothesis 
We consider an instantaneous Gaussian distribution whose 
mean is bounded by 2 limits.[3],[6],[8] 
Let’s look 2 common hypotheses: 
x The position of the mean will vary in the time because 
factors of the process than cannot be constant. This 
“drift”, or “excursion” hypothesis can be taken if we are 
sure that the mean will vary, because the average mean 
will be generally assumed centered. 
x The mean can be shifted on the long term, but stable. In 
consequence the long term distribution will be 
excentered. This is typically the case of molding, 
because a deviation in shrinkage calculation is not 
always fixed, and often we cannot observe long term 
drift of the mean. 
The distribution of the mean can be any of above model: 
worst case, equiprobable, Gaussian…or other. 
The semi quadratic with worst case hypothesis for the 
mean is often called “arithmetical semi quadratic”. It is called 
“process tolerancing” by Taylor WA [8] 
 
These hypotheses are compatible with worst case only if 
the Gaussian is truncated. 
4.6. Generalization of semi-quadratic 
A universal model combining constant mean shift ('), drift 
(G, Gaussian (V) can address the previous distribution 
models, thanks to different settings: 
TR is envelope of all variations='GnVsee fig.1in 
whichn=total quantity of sigma (conventional), 
positioning tolerance limits, and defining truncature. 
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Fig. 1. General Tolerance range model of parameters, example of mean-
shift and equiprobable excursion 
Notice that to make simple, 'is dedicated to the tool 
maker, V to the machine and G to the production. 
5. Propagation on Y: 
If Xi are independent, the Y distribution can be approached 
by the convolution product[3][9] of Xi distributions after 
Taylor’s development at first order: Y=Y0+6(ki*Xi) [6]. The 
convolution product respects following principles: (modulo 
the sensitivity factors ki) 
x Variance is the sum of variances 
x Mean shift is the sum of mean shifts 
x Boundaries are the sum of boundaries, meaning that 
arithmetical limits found are those that we can calculate 
in worst case 
At place of convolution this operation can be made by 
analytics (it allows to introduce 2d order factors)[10],  or 
by Monte Carlo (that allows to calculate Y thanks to a full 
model).  
6. Defining limits of Y 
Following describes a general method to achieve the 
synthesis of tolerances (6.9) by taking into account the 
hypotheses on the Xi , defines “tool risk” and focus on it. 
6.1. Objectives of Y limits definition 
Limits of Y must conform to FC requirements. 
Usually WC conformity is supposed to give the best quality 
insurance for the FC conformity. We saw that the WC 
definition on Y, necessitates the existence of WC limits on Xi, 
then a strict TR conformity if their distribution contain 
Gaussian components. 
If they exist, the WC values are the extreme values of the 
distribution function of Y. 
 
If WC conformity is not possible or searched, we must 
define quality requirements, in other words admit a theoretical 
non-conform rate (compatible to severity of FC). Integration 
of Y distribution’s function allows defining its statistical 
limits, and comparing them to FC requirements. If not 
satisfied, we should reduce the Xi ranges or change the design, 
and if too much “robust”, enlarge the Xi ranges. 
 
To make sense, this simple process needs to revise the way 
the Y function was constructed in chapter 5: 
6.2. Issue encountered on Y distribution definition 
We have 5 issues for FP (Xi) propagation to Y: 
x Worst case consideration 
x Time effect 
x Correlations 
x Mean shifts on Xi 
x Multisourcing 
6.3. Worst case consideration 
Distinguish WC on FP from WC on Y. The WC on X is a 
particular distribution to be propagated to Y anyway 
(example1), as the WC requirement on Y is a quality choice 
(example2), possible if Xi distributions are compatible WC but 
not necessarily WC.[9] 
Example1: a linear stack Y of 3 parts is calculated by 
quadratic[6]. When adding in the stack a part whose FP 
carries WC hypothesis, the tolerance range of this FP is added 
arithmetically to the previous result. 
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Example 2: if the designer wants to tolerance this stack by 
worst case, he will add the tolerances of the 4 parts.  
6.4. Time effect 
When the mean variation is time dependant we need to 
study the consequences during “assembly”: which is the 
period, how the batches are created, what are their sizes, is 
there a delay in the delivery or the assembly… 
The most dangerous reason in mechanics is the wearing of 
the tools, which produces a drift.  
x If the G drift is fast, the batches will contain a large part 
of the distribution and it is legitimate to convolve the 
mean’s law and the dispersion (6.8). This method is 
called “semi quadratic excursive” 
x If G is slow, it is necessary to verify that the drifts of Xi 
do not conduct to a worst case combination in assembly, 
when the tools are new (t=0). If they compensate we are 
in negative correlation, if they add we are with positive 
correlation. If one Xi is single to have a slow drift, it is 
worth considering the worst case model. 
6.5. Correlations 
Correlation appears frequently between dimensions when 
they have common process parameters. Example: in plastic 
injection several dimensions depend on holding pressure. 
For a 2 parameters function, Y=Y0+k1*X1+k2*X2, i.e. 
limiting development to the first order terms, the Y 
characteristic variance complies with the following law: 
V2y=k12*V2X1+k22*V2X2+2* k1* k2*U12*VX1*VX2 [11] 
U12 is the correlation coefficient (Pearson) linking X1 to X2 [12] 
Let us work on the extreme case U12 =1 
Thus where k1=k2=1 we find: VY=VX1+VX2, thus 
TR(X1+X2)=TR(X1)+TR(X2): or worst case condition. 
When we consider positive correlation, the simple solution is 
to apply WC, and if no correlation, to apply quadratic mean. 
6.6. Meanshifts (') 
In this model, the mean will stay shifted during full process 
life. We have to define the probability law of a shift. (chap 
4.5) 
Except when wearing is taken into account, the target of 
the toolmakers is the center of the TR, or the nominal of the 
CAD model. By experience we consider an equiprobable law 
for the mean rather than a Gaussian.[1] 
It is not legitimate to convolute the probability law of the 
mean with the dispersion, because the mean does not spread, 
so the long term distribution is close of the short term one. 
Mean shift propagation needs separate calculation and 
treatment. 
6.7. Multi sourcing supplies 
x Some estimate that a global distribution coming from 
several processes or tools is similar to a drift of one 
process, because giving the same shape. The convolution 
with dispersion’s law is not legitimate because sourcing 
most excentered can generate by worst case combination 
a production of high non conform in the assembly. 
x Multicavity or multi sourcing supplies do not 
favor central limit theorem on Y, because the 
natural mean deviation increases, so the more 
multi-sourcing increases, the more the bad 
combinations among sourcing become certain.  
For k sourcings in a ' domain equiprobable, we can 
observe that the trend of the range is: 
Range=(1-2/(k+1))*' 
6.8. Pre computation of Y  
Pre computation of Y is following: 
Vi convolute together ( operator): this gives short term 
dispersion law Vy, calculated from variances addition, Gi fast excursions laws convolute together with 
dispersion laws giving Vy of the long term dispersion law, 'i convolute together, giving mean shifts law, 
WC are “added” together, giving the WC part of TR, 
Gi of FP with positive correlation are “added” together 
before integration in the long term Vy. 
Thus: 
Long term dispersion law Vy= i=1,nVi Gi fast
WC part=6
 i,=1,n (WCi) +6 i=1,n ( Gi slow) 
Mean shift distribution law=
 i=1,n'i 
6.9. Computation of Y limits, concept of “tool risk” 
x Quality target related to customer risk (6.1) defines a 
confidence interval applied on long term dispersion law:  
[Xcust risk/2,X1-cust risk/2(dispersion law)] | z Vy    (if Gaussian 
assumption, z value can be defined) 
x a confidence interval applied on mean shifts distribution 
law, thanks to E called “Tool risk”  
[XE/2,X1-E/2(meanshift  law)]  
When mean shifts follow this computation, the 
tolerancing method is called “semiquadratic probabilist” 
If tool risk =0 the interval converges to WC interval. 
x the WC part is taken into account 
Then: TRy=  z Vy   + WCpart  +[X-E/2,XE/2(meanshift law)] 
see fig.2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. General tolerance range calculation of Y characteristic 
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6.10. How to set tool risk E 
If a combination of Xi mean shifts is close to worst case 
and exceed the limits, the Y dispersion law distribution will 
provide more NC than expected by the quality target. 
Two behaviours are relevant: 
x Limit the tool risk to a small value, by instance 1°/°°. 
This allows decreasing TRy (compared to arithmetical 
semi quadratic) as well avoiding taking the risk in 
consideration, for non safety FC. 
x Set a high tool risk. The event will be fixed during First 
Article verification, by tool/process adjustment, hence 
the name of the risk. 
6.11. Advantages and use cases  of high tool risk 
For a TRy of+/-0.5 and quality target of 63ppm, fig3 shows 
TR on 5 identical Xi according to their nature. (G and ' have 
equiprobable mean’s law) . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. TR of parameters and mean’s requirement according to 
their distribution hypothesis and requirements on FC 
 
The most “favourable” models are above: 
x Semiquadratic excursive G=0.25*TR, larger than 
Gaussian 
x Semiquadratic probabilist '=0.6*TR, tool risk 4.8% 
This one affords an enlargement of 52% of TR and 
mean’s range vs semiquadratic arithmetical. 
6.12. Quality impact according to tool risk failure. 
Tool risk is the surface under red curve after the limit. 
Customer’s disquality drastically increases after mean’s 
limit (here at 2 sigma, E=5%)  is exceeded. (fig.4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Half TR of Y, effect of FC’s mean excentering  
 
Notice that the resultant probability of NC is moderate 
(390ppm) but this cannot be a justification for not fixing the 
tool risk. 
7. Verification of first articles (FAI) 
7.1. Aims 
FAI aims to verify conformity of FP requirements on 
components. Conformity includes TR but also design 
hypothesis (distribution model summarized by VG') 
transformed in requirements. 
During product integration, FC conformity will be verified. 
This is the finality. 
If design hypothesis are complete and respected, on first 
articles, and on the long term, we expect FC to be conform. 
Let us look the lacks of correlation FP conformity/FC 
conformity. 
7.2. Defining indices for FP verification 
Schneider-Electric created in 2004 two indices: 
 CC =2*abs(target-P)/TR, now called by ISO “FC”[13] 
Cpk_worstcase, as the worst Cpk observed. Its limit is 
directly related to “n”. 
Table 5 shows the verification ability of the indices [4];  in 
bold the indices required to our suppliers: 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Features controlled by Phenix indices 
 
Fig.6 summarizes the requirements for each FP model: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. First article requirements according to the tolerancing hypothesis 
 
Cpk ST provisions G that will appear in the long term. 
Postulate: first batch has G=0. 
Notice that on FP point of view, semi quadratic models 
may look similar but they are propagated in a different way on 
the FC, and must keep trace of tool risk. 
Notice that Cpk=Cste and Cpm=Cste (in inertial 
tolerancing)[2] behave as variation models (V=f(G)) that are 
different than known production models, (in which standard 
deviation never decreases when  mean deviates). It is why 
inertial (as well Cpk) cannot be relevant design hypothesis, 
we consider they are only verification models. 
The Schneider-Electric’s “Phenix” tool contains some 
volunteer bias with the strict requirements correlating the 
hypothesis: 
 
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
Tol range
mean's range
 
parameter 
design model ' G V n
Cpk worst 
case>=
CC
LgT cpk sh T
CC
ShT
<ST> gaussian 0 0 TR/6 6 1 0 1 <=0.1    (4)
<ST> equiprob. 0 +/-TR/2 H 1 0 >=1  <1
<ST> semi quad 
arithmetic coef<1 2V (TR-')/10 6 1 =coef 1.666   (2) =CCLgT   (3,4)
<ST> semi quad 
stat excursive 0 coef<1 (TR-G)/6 6 1 0 1/(1-CCshT) =coef
<ST> semi quad 
stat probabilist 0.6 (1) 2V (TR-')/10 6 1 <=0.6 1.666 (2) <=0.6   (3,4)
WC  (arithmetic) unknow n 2V unknow n 1 <1 1.666 (2) <1   (3)
(1) example, usual setting (3) the mastering rate and drift risk (/excursion) are ignored
(2) with a mastering rate of 0.6 ( mean's excursion) (4)long-term capability study recommended
Cp CpkST Ppk CC Cpkworstcase Cpm
V x x x x x
' x x x x x
G x x x x
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-If gaussian hypothesis not verified, Cpm is sufficient. 
(Pillet demonstrated that FC is ensured in a large way) [2] [4] 
-For semi quadratic excursive, we make over quality by 
requiring Cpk target identical to Cp target at place of Cpk 
worst case target. 
-Cpk conform is not necessary for noST or equiprobable, 
but sufficient. (we should only require values conform to 
TR…but on a huge sample) 
-In case of tool risk, FP conformity does not ensure FC 
conformity. 
-For semi quadratic probabilist: replacement of Cp by Cpk 
on one FP increases the risk on the FC, even if the Cpm of the 
FP is good, because Vy will increase. 
 
As soon tool risk planned exceeds a level, a contingency 
plan has to be established. 
7.3. Tool risk tracking on FP 
It is sufficient that tool risk occurs in one FP in the chain 
to transmit a risk at the FC level. 
So the first detection must be on the FP. 
We remind that tool risk concerns FP that are conform, 
because rejected FP already make doubts on the FC. 
x We could compare V' to values required by the TR 
synthesis with semi quadratic without tool risk (semi 
quadratic arithmetic): if ' would deviate more than this 
reference, we would give a warning.  
For software reasons it was not possible, so we chose to 
use the Cpm indice as reliable indice, because TRy in 
statistical semi quadratic is close to Gaussian setting and then 
inertial setting [2]. 
x Multisourcing 
Tool risk is studied on tools whose all cavities are accepted 
by Phenix. 
Referring to 6.7, we have to test in addition, even if no 
tool risk was detected on the cavities:  homogeneity on the 
averages, their range,  Cpk and Cpm on the whole. 
Notice that Cpm on the whole has the property to be 
consistent with Cpm on each sourcing (which is not the case 
with Cpk) 
If risk is detected, a warning is given asking to verify the 
related FC. 
7.4. Tool risk tracking on FC 
A simulation is advised, rather than physical tests. Indeed 
we need include long term variations that we have not yet, 
and test all combinations of sourcing. 
The tolerancing tool [9] necessitates calculating a 
simulation tolerance range. This consists in defining the 
model of the envelope of the measurements, in same format 
than design.  
Phenix calculates it for each part and for ST dimensions 
with following options:  for the batch or for the long term, by 
cavity or for the whole, with or without the uncertainties on 
the mean and standard deviation. Normality of results, 
homogeneity of standard deviations, target model, do impact 
the results. 
Then results are loaded in Tolerance Manager[9] and the 
designer can calculate the FC with real values or keep design 
values for some FP if the results are not available or already 
rejected. 
This function allows the designer to verify risky FC, as 
well make his final decisions on rejected or weak dimensions, 
as the combination can be favorable. 
Of course the design (simulation) model must be 
previously validated.   
7.5. Final decision and fixing 
If FC are simulated non conform, one or several cavities of 
one or several tools must be adjusted. This is finally very rare. 
8. Conclusion 
An appropriate verification process is mandatory to 
suppress the tool risk.  
Benefits decrease as sourcing increase. So the 
semiquadratic probabilist focuses on the first set of tools, or 
processes with few renewals, i.e. small and medium series. 
For large series, to ensure interchangeability, it is advised 
to require tool renewals most identical to first set, ie to 
produce new specifications before production release with 
tolerancing without “tool risk”. 
For other cases, with benefits presented in 6.11, (around 
50% enlargement of TR) semiquadratic probabilist method 
allowed our company since 10 years high industrialization 
savings vs other options, which conduct to smaller TR or more 
severe centering requirements, and then more costly tools. 
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